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Front Load Washer Specifications

Vended
Front Load Washer

Horizon® Line

Quantum Gold Control
SFNL

Micro-Display Control
SWF*71

SWF*73

SWR*71

SWR*73

SFNB

SFNC

SWR*71 SWF*71,
SWR*73, SWF*73,

SFNL SFNB, SFNC
Control Quantum Gold MDC (Micro-Display Control)
Basket/Cylinder Volume-cu. ft.(liters) 2.84 (80) 2.84 (80)
Width - in (mm) 26 7/8" (683) 26 7/8" (683)
Depth - in (mm) 28" (711) 28" (711)
Height* - in (mm) 43" (1092) 43" (1092)
Weight - lb (kg) 250 (113) 250 (113)
Shipping Weight - lb (kg) 270 (123) 270 (123)
Cycle Time - minutes 27 27
Motor HP 1 HP, 750 W 1 HP, 750 W
Water Consumption-gal. per cycle 12.8 14.8
Water Factor - gal. per cu. ft. 4.5 5.2
Modified Energy Factor 2.24 2.16
Hot Water - gal. per cycle 1.59 1.59
Water Pressure - psi (bar) Pressure fill – 20 to 120 (1.4/8.3) Pressure fill – 20 to 120 (1.4/8.3)
Spin Speed - RPM 500, 650, 1000 500, 650, 1000
Cycle/Temperature Hot Normal Normal Hot Normal Warm

Warm Perm Press Perm Press Warm
Cold Delicate Delicates Cold

Electrical Specifications and 120/60/1-15 amp 120/60/1-15 amp
Circuit Requirements
Motor - RPM Inverter Drive Inverter Drive
Agency Approval cULus cULus
Activation Coin/Card-Ready Coin/Card-Ready
Self-Adjusting Rear Legs No No
Top Stainless Steel, Porcelain Porcelain
Colors Stainless Steel, White, Bisque White, Bisque
Door Type Window Window

* Heights may vary slightly depending on leveling adjustments.

At Speed Queen, we’re so confident that our heavy-duty commercial washers and dryers are Commercial Built to Last
Longer, that we’re offering the following limited warranty to prove it: Through three years† — Any part of the washer, dryer
or stack dryer. Through five years† — The washer transmission assembly, base and cabinet assembly including top, lid
and door, against rust from inside out. Lifetime* — The stainless steel washtub.

† Parts only. Labor not included. See Speed Queen Warranty Bond for specifics.

For the most accurate information, the installation guide should be used for all design and construction purposes. Due to
continuous product improvements, design and specifications subject to change without notice. The quality management
system of Alliance Laundry Systems’ Ripon facility has been registered to ISO 9001:2000.
Printed in the U.S.A.

©Copyright 2010 Alliance Laundry Systems LLC



The Quantum™ System
The vended laundry business is changing. Owners today
need the versatility to adapt quickly to fluctuations in 
operating expenses and customers’ needs. Features that
a few years ago were considered luxuries are now 
essential components to doing business.

Speed Queen’s cutting-edge QuantumTM System, gives
owners the power to respond instantly to changes in
order to maximize their store’s profitability. A 
QuantumTM Gold Networked store is the ultimate in
management ease, enabling owners to modify vend
prices or cycles from the comfort of their own home or
anywhere they have access to a computer. Operations 
reports and machine data further assist with manage-
ment and indentifying any potential service problems.

With Speed Queen’s advanced network technology and
efficient equipment in your store, you’ll be assured you’re
ready to do business in a QuantumTM world.

Quantum™ Gold Control
In addition to its
network, and off-
site management
capabilities, Quan-
tumTM Gold offers
a total of 27 cycle
combinations and

customer-centric offerings such as a free “lucky cycle” for
loyal customers. PC/PDA programming also is standard,
as is four unique time-of-day pricing scenarios. The
QuantumTM Gold control can interface with the store
owner’s card manufacturer of choice.

Micro-Display Control
Speed Queen’s MDC
control has four cycle/
temperature options and
a digital display of vend
price and cycle time
countdown. MDC washers
are manually programmed

and can be configured for coin or card activation. 

The Look of a Leader
The Horizon’s new stainless steel cabinet (available only
on certain QuantumTM Gold models) perfectly matches
your store’s larger capacity washer-extractors and 
creates a classy, cohesive look that will help portray your
store as the leader in the market. A standard commer-
cial-grade white or bisque painted finish also is available.

Large Capacity
Speed Queen’s front load Horizon washer gives your
store the advantage of a large, 2.84 cu. ft washtub, with
an 18 lb. capacity — big enough for customers’ largest
loads. In addition, a large door opening of 15.5 inches in
diameter and a 180° door swing help customers quickly
load and unload the machine.

Highly Efficient
Already an ENERGY STAR® rated washer, when the
Horizon® is equipped with a QuantumTM Gold or 
certain MDC controls it can take water consumption
from 14.8 gallons per cycle to just 12.8. In addition, a 300
G-Force final spin reduces drying times by removing
more water than many competing models.

Fast
With a cycle time of 27 minutes, the Horizon® is faster
than many competing single-load washers, beating some
models by as much as 23 minutes. That translates into
improved productivity and the potential to increase your
store’s profitability.

Front Control Ease
A front control and a front mount supply dispenser are
extremely user friendly and make the Horizon ADA
compliant. Likewise, customers love that they can add all
their laundry chemicals at the beginning of the cycle and
the washer dispenses them automatically at the proper
time during the cycle.

Drain Options
With gravity and pump drain options, the Horizon can
be installed adjacent to existing top load washers or
large washer-extractors. A gravity drain allows owners
to add the unit to their line of washer-extractors, while
the pump option is available for owners replacing top
load washers.

Heavy-Duty Design
Like all Speed Queen coin laundry products, our 
Horizon® is built to last. A rugged suspension system
minimizes vibration, while a steel, piano-style hinge main-
tains proper door alignment, standing up to the rough
demands of a vended laundry environment. 

Warranty
Speed Queen’s commitment to customers comes with
an industry-leading warranty, which starts with a three-
year limited parts warranty. We also place a five-year 
warranty on key components such as the frame, 
cylinder, shaft, bearings and seals.* To us, building the best
machines on the market, doesn’t mean much if we’re not
willing to also take the lead in standing behind them. As
a Speed Queen customer, you’ll never have to worry
about our bond.

*  Parts only, labor not included. See Speed Queen Warranty Bond for specifics.
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